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About the Speaker:
Sunil K.C is an entrepreneur with a wide array of experience ranging from social activism to
mass media communication and geopolitical analysis. He is the Founder and CEO of the
Asian Institute of Diplomacy and International Affairs (AIDA), an organization founded to
improve education and research in the domain of international affairs and diplomacy in
Nepal. AIDIA is also recognized by the Government of Nepal to issue official programs of
International Relations and Diplomacy to interested students. AIDIA organizes national
and international conferences and programs, Track 2 Dialogues relating to economic and
diplomacy. He is the founder of Youth Foundation Nepal (YFN), an organization dedicated
to enhancing the connectivity of Nepal's youth with their counterparts across the world in
exchanging knowledge, ideas, experiences and culture. Mr. KC is also involved in the
initiation of Movement for Change (M4C) along with the Mr. Darshan Runiyar (first NepaliAmerican Democrat) a social initiative for inclusive development in Nepal. Mr. K.C has
supported Mr. Runiyar to campaign for the US Congress and played a crucial role in
introducing the Nepal Resolution in Congress. He has organized various programs and
meetings focusing on leadership, entrepreneurship and capacity building involving
experts from across the world. He has traveled the world extensively to garner a better
understanding of international and cultural affairs and to promote and improve Nepal's
bilateral equations. He has also delivered speeches and lectures in Universities in different
countries on diplomatic, cultural and economic relations. Mr. K.C. started his career as a
radio presenter at the age of 13 to make the voice of Nepal's youth heard during the bitter
times of the Maoist Party Movement against the state. He became one of the founding
members of Radio Tulsipur FM in Dang with the vision to increase socio-political awareness
in local communities. Mr. K.C. is the Executive Producer of the documentary Ready Willing
and Able (RWA), recognized by the United Nations and initiated by the French Foreign
Policy Analyst Ms. Laura Gadrat. Mr. K.C. is also directing various documentaries such as:
Darshan for Nepal – a socio-political project focusing on the outstanding achievement of
Nepalese People in global politics.

About AIDA:
The Asian Institute of Diplomacy and International Affairs, is an independent, nonpartisan, not-for-profit foreign policy think-tank, based in the highly geo-strategic
Himalayan region. Headquartered in Kathmandu, Nepal, AIDIA aims to lead a new era in
foreign policy and international relations and reflects the unstoppable rise of the Asian
continent as the key stakeholder in the economic, strategic and geo-political equations of
the present day world. AIDIA provides a platform for Policy Makers, Academicians and
Industry leaders from around the world to come together to debate, discuss and share their
views on the contemporary geopolitical and geo-economic issues confronting the
international community. AIDA seeks to do this by facilitating effective engagement
through the various AIDIA fora, in order to inform, educate and initiate the involvement of
Nepal's youth in foreign policy debates and decision making. AIDIA is actively engaged in
providing policy analysis, facilitating diplomatic dialogue, and promoting entrepreneurial
engagement among all major actors and institutions native to or that have an interest in
Asia. Some of the key for a developed by ADIA include Nepal-Bangladesh Business Forum,
Nepal Foreign Policy Conference, Nepal-India Think Tank Summit, Sagarmatha Dialogue,
The AIDA Annual Economic Diplomacy Conference and the Himalayas Forum.

